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A Lightweight Masked AES Implementation for
Securing IoT Against CPA Attacks

Weize Yu and Selçuk Köse, Member, IEEE

Abstract— A false key-based advanced encryption stan-
dard (AES) technique is proposed to prevent the stored secret key
leaking from the substitution-box under correlation power analy-
sis (CPA) attacks without significant power and area overhead.
Wave dynamic differential logic (WDDL)-based XOR gates are
utilized during the reconstruction stage to hide the intermediate
data that may be highly correlated with the false key. After
applying the false key and designing the reconstruction stage
with the WDDL, the minimum measurement-to-disclose value
for the proposed lightweight masked AES engine implementation
becomes over 150 million against CPA attacks. As compared to
an unprotected AES engine, the power, area, and performance
overhead of the proposed AES implementation is negligible.

Index Terms— IoT security, false key-based masking, correla-
tion power analysis attacks, wave dynamic differential logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMERGENCE of internet of things (IoT) devices is chal-
lenging the conventional design targets for integrated sys-

tems such as energy efficiency, cost, noise, and performance.
With the prospected proliferation of IoT devices with 5G net-
works, ensuring safe margins for these design targets will
become even more crucial due to the limited battery life and
significant physical constraints [1]. Additionally, IoT devices
are quite vulnerable to hardware attacks since they are typi-
cally more accessible to an attacker as compared to the other
general purpose computing devices. The limitations when
combined with the cost constraints make the design of security
measures for the IoT devices quite challenging. Regardless of
these constraints, IoT devices still need to perform a certain
level of secure computation by utilizing encryption algorithms
such as advanced encryption standard (AES) [2], [3]. Various
modifications have previously been proposed to make the hard-
ware implementation of encryption algorithms more secure
against side-channel attacks [4]–[11], such as using different
logic styles and masking the actual stored key with random
data. All of the existing countermeasures lead to significant
power/area/performance overhead. Existing countermeasures
utilized in general purpose computing devices are therefore
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typically not feasible for IoT devices. Novel power efficient
and low-area overhead countermeasures are required to secure
IoT devices against side-channel attacks (SCAs).

Lightweight cryptography is a critical requirement to effi-
ciently protect the secret data that is being processed and/
or stored within IoT devices from leaking to malicious attack-
ers [12]–[14]. However, the secret key stored in an unpro-
tected AES engine can be obtained by a malicious attacker
with SCAs by exploiting certain physical leakage channels
(i.e., power dissipation, electromagnetic emissions, acoustics,
temperature, and timing information) from the AES eng-
ine [15], [16]. Correlation power analysis (CPA) attacks are a
type of SCAs to extract the secret key from an encryption
engine efficiently and effectively by exploring the correla-
tion between the input data and the power consumption
profile [17]–[20]. For example, only 5,000-20,000 plaintexts
would be sufficient to leak the secret key through CPA attacks
from an unprotected AES engine [18], [20].

To protect an AES engine against CPA attacks, several
masked AES1 hardware implementation techniques have been
proposed [21]–[24]. In masked AES implementations, random
intermediate data are continuously added to the plaintexts
during the encryption process to mask the side-channel leakage
from substitution-boxes (S-boxes) which process the secret
data. At the end of the encryption, the random interme-
diate data which are generated as a result of the mask-
ing operation are removed from the correct cipher data.
A conventional masked AES engine, however, requires large
look-up tables (LUTs) and the performance is significantly
reduced due to the large amount of random masking data
values [22], [23].

Alternatively, another countermeasure against CPA attacks
can be performed by using balanced logic gates such as the
wave dynamic differential logic (WDDL) [16], [25], sense
amplifier-based logic (SABL) [26], [27], and dual-rail cir-
cuits [28], [29] to hide the dynamic power dissipation of the
AES engine. Although perfectly balancing the dynamic power
dissipation of logic circuits is challenging due to the mismatch
of the load capacitance, delay-based technique [30] and time-
enclosed logic (TEL) [31] have been proposed to minimize
the mismatch of load capacitance with promising results.
Unfortunately, balanced logic gates also impose significant
area and performance overhead to the AES engine [16], [32].

In this paper, a false key-based AES technique is proposed
by utilizing a single constant intermediate data Ic that is to be
added to all of the correct round keys Kc,0, Kc,1, . . . , Kc,m

1Throughout the paper, masked AES is used for boolean masked AES.
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(m is the number of AES encryption rounds) to generate
false round keys K f,0, K f,1, . . . , K f,m (K f,i = Kc,i ⊕ Ic

where i = 0, 1, . . . , m). The generated false round keys
K f,0, K f,1, . . . , K f,m replace the corresponding correct round
keys Kc,0, Kc,1, . . . , Kc,m during the encryption. At the end
of the encryption, the mask is removed from the output,
generating the correct cipher data. The primary difference
between the conventional masked AES technique [21]–[24]
and the proposed false key-based AES technique is the loca-
tion of the masking operation. In the conventional masked
AES technique, random intermediate data are utilized to
mask the plaintexts only before the 1st encryption round,
whereas the masking operation is performed at all of the
encryption rounds (see Fig. 5) in the proposed false key-based
AES technique. When an attacker implements a CPA attack
on the proposed false key-based AES technique, the attacker
needs to perform the attack in two separate stages to be
successful. In the first stage, the attacker needs to implement
a regular CPA attack on the corresponding S-boxes to obtain
the stored key, which in this case is the false round key K f,i .
In the second stage, the attacker needs to implement a CPA
attack on the XOR gates which are used to remove the
Ic-based mask to unriddle the correct round key Kc,i within the
reconstruction block. In the first stage, the attacker can obtain
the false round key K f,i with relatively small effort since there
exists no countermeasure in the S-boxes. However, when the
attacker executes a CPA attack on the XOR gates within the
reconstruction block, the high dynamic power dissipation of
the S-boxes will act as noise that will significantly reduce the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the side-channel dynamic power
leakage from the XOR gates.

Although the relatively high dynamic power consumption
of the S-boxes can act as power noise to reduce the SNR of
these XOR gates under CPA attacks, the reduction in the
SNR may not be sufficient to guarantee the security of
the false key-based AES technique. To further reduce the
SNR of the dynamic power that leaks from these XOR gates,
WDDL-based XOR gates are utilized within the reconstruc-
tion block to remove the Ic-based mask in the proposed
AES technique.

As compared to the conventional masked AES technique
and fully WDDL implemented AES technique, the benefits of
the proposed false key and WDDL assisted AES technique
can be summarized as follows:

• The large area and performance overhead induced by
the large size of the intermediate masking data can be
eliminated since only one intermediate data value Ic is
used for masking the correct round key Kc,i

• The large area and performance overhead of the
AES technique that is fully WDDL implemented can be
significantly reduced since only those XOR gates that are
used within the reconstruction block are replaced with the
WDDL gates

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related back-
ground on the conventional masked and fully WDDL imple-
mented AES techniques is offered in Section II. Architecture
and working principle of the false key and WDDL assisted
AES technique are described, respectively, in Section III

Fig. 1. Basic working principle of the conventional masked AES
technique [21].

and Section IV. Security evaluation and circuit level verifica-
tion of the proposed AES technique are provided, respectively,
in Section V and Section VI. CPA attacks simulation is
performed in Section VII and test vector leakage assess-
ment (TVLA) simulation is provided in Section VIII. Compar-
isons with the state-of-the-art are summarized in Section IX,
potential improvements against higher-order power analysis
attacks are discussed in Section X. Conclusions are offered
in Section XI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Review of Conventional Masked AES Technique

In a conventional masked AES technique, the random mask
data are added to the input plaintext at the beginning of
the encryption, as shown in Fig. 1. When the encryption
ends, the random mask component needs to be removed
to generate the correct cipher data at the output. Since the
S-boxes in an AES engine perform a non-linear data trans-
formation, the random mask is intertwined with the plaintext
after the non-linear transformations that occurs in the S-boxes.
For example, if the plaintext is X and the random mask
is B , since S-box(X ⊕B) �=S-box(X)⊕S-box(B), the mask
component would be quite difficult to remove when the
encryption ends. To easily remove the mask component at the
end of the encryption, in a conventional masked AES engine,
the architecture of the S-boxes is modified to have the mask
component separated from the encryption data after going
through the non-linear transformations within the S-boxes
(S-box(X⊕B)=S-box(X)⊕S-box(B)). The architecture of the
modified S-box is shown in Fig. 2 where the six distinct
transforming tables in Fig. 2 are summarized as follows2 [22],
[33], [34]

Td1 : ((x∗
1 + b∗

1), b∗
1) → (x∗

1 )2 × p0 + b∗
1, (1)

Td2 : ((x∗
1 + b∗

1), (x∗
2 + b∗

2))

→ ((x∗
1 + b∗

1) + (x∗
2 + b∗

2)) × (x∗
2 + b∗

2), (2)

2“+” represents xor operation.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the reconstructed S-box from [22], [23] (Xh (Xl )
and Bh (Bl ) represent the high (low) 4-bit of the encryption data and the
high (low) 4-bit of the masking data at the input side of the reconstructed
S-box, respectively. S-box(Xh ) (S-box(Xl )) and S-box(Bh ) (S-box(Bl ))
denote the high (low) 4-bit of the encryption data and the high (low) 4-bit of
the masking data at the output side of the reconstructed S-box, respectively).

Tm : ((x∗
1 + b∗

1), (x∗
2 + b∗

2)) → (x∗
1 + b∗

1) × (x∗
2 + b∗

2), (3)

T
′
inv : ((x∗

1 + b∗
1), b∗

1)) → Tinv (x∗
1 ) + b∗

1, (4)

T
′
map : ((x∗

1 + b∗
1), b∗

1)) → T map(x∗
1 + b∗

1), (5)

T
′
map−1 : ((x∗

1 + b∗
1), b∗

1)) → T map−1(x∗
1 + b∗

1), (6)

where x∗
1 (b∗

1) and x∗
2 (b∗

2) are the 4-bit encryption (masking)
data which are linked with the input of each table. p0 is
the binary coefficient of the 4-bit data (x∗

1 )2. Tinv , T map,
and T map−1 are, respectively, the inverse operation, mapping
operation, and inverse mapping operation which occur in the
conventional S-box. Please note that Tinv performs a non-
linear operation, while T map and T map−1 perform linear
operations.

Although the conventional masked AES engine is an
effective countermeasure against first-order CPA attacks,
the large size of data to perform the random masking impose
significant area and performance overhead. For example,
a 128-bit masked AES engine that is implemented in a field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) leads to 60.1% area and
11% performance overhead [24].

Fig. 3. Architecture of the SDDL-based AND gate (left) and the correspond-
ing truth table (right) [35].

Fig. 4. Architecture of the WDDL-based AND and OR gates [35].

B. Fully WDDL Implemented AES Technique

In CMOS logic circuits, the dynamic power dissipation
occurs only when the output logic state makes a transition
from 0 to 1 [28], [35]. The architecture of a simple dynamic
differential logic (SDDL) based AND gate is shown in Fig. 3.
If the precharge signal prch is set to 1, the output logic Z and
the complementary output logic Z of the SDDL-based AND
gate are both 0. When prch makes a transition from 1 to 0,
either Z or Z has a one time 0 → 1 transition under any
input data. As a result, the SDDL-based AND gate exhibits
the same dynamic power dissipation regardless of the input
data.

Although the dynamic power consumption of the SDDL-
based logic gates is independent of the input data, the time
delay between the input data and the precharge signal can be
observed in the dynamic power consumption [35]. Therefore,
in order to eliminate the signature of the time delay difference
from the dynamic power consumption profile, WDDL-based
logic gates have been proposed [35] by using an SDDL
register to synchronize the input data with the precharge signal,
as shown in Fig. 4. An AES engine that is implemented
completely with the WDDL leads to significant area and
performance overhead. For example, a 128-bit AES engine that
is implemented completely with the WDDL results in 210.1%
area and 74.2% performance overhead [16], [32].

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED LIGHTWEIGHT

AES TECHNIQUE

The architecture of a false key-based n-bit AES engine
is illustrated in Fig. 5. A constant intermediate data3

3 Ic �= (000 . . . 0)2. Since K f,i = Kc,i ⊕ (000 . . . 0)2 = Kc,i , the false
round key K f,i is equal to the correct round key Kc,i if Ic = (000 . . . 0)2.
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Fig. 5. Architecture of the proposed n-bit false key-based AES engine.

Ic = (Ic,1, Ic,2, . . . , Ic,n/8) is added to the correct round key
Kc,i = (Kc,i,1, Kc,i,2, . . . , Kc,i,n/8) to generate the false key
K f,i = Kc,i ⊕ Ic = (Kc,i,1 ⊕ Ic,1, Kc,i,2 ⊕ Ic,2, . . . , Kc,i,n/8 ⊕
Ic,n/8). In the 1st encryption round, when the input plaintext
is X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xn/8), the input data of the j th( j =
1, 2, . . . , n/8) S-box is X j ⊕ Kc,0, j ⊕ Ic, j = A j ⊕ Ic, j where
A j is the standard encryption data and Ic, j can be considered
as the corresponding mask (A = (A1, A2, . . . , An/8) =
X ⊕ Kc,0). In order to remove the Ic-based mask without

significant effort at the end of the encryption, the reconstructed
S-boxes from the conventional masked AES engine [23], [34]
are used to separate the mask from the encryption data,
as shown in Fig. 2. As a result, the output data of the
j th S-box in the 1st encryption round become S-box(A j )⊕
S-box(Ic, j ), as shown in Fig. 5. In the remaining encryption
rounds, the false round keys K f,1, K f,2, . . . , K f,m are also
implemented to mask the leakage of correct round keys
Kc,1, Kc,2, . . . , Kc,m .

When the encryption process ends (after the mth encryption
round), the output data of the false key-based AES engine can
be denoted as G ⊕ I M

c where G is the correct cipher data and
I M
c is the residue of the intermediate Ic-based mask. Please

note that the intermediate data Ic has a constant value, so the
Ic-based mask I M

c also has a constant value. The constant
mask data can be linearly separated from the encryption data.
Therefore, after the 1st round of encryption, as shown in Fig. 5,
the output data O(1) becomes

O(1)

= (S − box(A) ⊕ S − box(Ic)) ⊗ E ⊗ F ⊕ Kc,1 ⊕ Ic

= S − box(A) ⊗ E ⊗ F ⊕ Kc,1⊕S − box(Ic)⊗E ⊗F ⊕ Ic,

(7)

where E and F are, respectively, the matrices to perform the
shift rows and mix columns operations, as shown in Fig. 5.
I (1)
c =S-box(Ic) ⊗ E ⊗ F ⊕ Ic is the mask component after

the 1st round of encryption. Let us assume the output data of
the γ th, (γ = 2, 3, . . . , m − 1) encryption round is O(γ ) =
G(γ ) ⊕ I (γ )

c where G(γ ) is the encryption data and I (γ )
c is

the mask component. Since from the 2nd encryption round
to the (m − 1)th encryption round, the encryption processes

are repeated. The relationship between I (γ ) and I (γ−1)
c can

therefore be written as

I (γ )
c = S − box(I (γ−1)

c ) ⊗ E ⊗ F ⊕ Ic. (8)

However, since the final (mth) encryption round does not have
the mix columns operation, the relationship between I M

c and
I (m−1)
c is

I M
c = S − box(I (m−1)

c ) ⊗ E ⊕ Ic. (9)

The last step is to remove the mask I M
c to recover the correct

ciphertexts when the encryption ends with a reconstruction
block, as shown in Fig. 5. The yth, (y = 1, 2, . . . , n) bit of
the output data of the false key-based AES engine Gy ⊕ I M

c,y
needs to be added with the yth bit of I M

c to recover the yth

bit of the correct ciphertexts Gy (Gy ⊕ I M
c,y ⊕ I M

c,y = Gy).
As shown in Fig. 6, WDDL-based XOR gates are selected for
achieving the operation of removing the residual mask related
data I M

c .

IV. PRACTICAL CPA ATTACKS ON THE

PROPOSED AES ENGINE

A successful CPA attack against the proposed false key
and WDDL assisted AES implementation needs to contain
two steps. In the first step, a regular CPA attack should be
performed on the S-boxes. The attacker applies a series of
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Fig. 6. Architecture of the reconstruction block to remove the intermediate
data Ic-based mask I M

c at the end of the mth encryption round (implemented
with the WDDL-based XOR gates).

Fig. 7. CPA attacks on the reconstruction block while it removes the
intermediate data Ic-based mask I M

c from the ciphertext.

plaintexts that consider all of the possible combinations of the
stored secret key and develops a suitable power model to esti-
mate the resulting power consumption profiles. The attacker
then measures the resulting dynamic power consumption pro-
file for each plaintext and performs a correlation analysis to
calculate the correlation coefficient between the predicted and
measured power profiles. After analyzing a sufficient number
of power consumption data, the hypothesized key with the
highest correlation coefficient is identified as the correct key
by the attacker. In the proposed false key-based AES engine,
for instance, if the attacker performs a regular CPA attack on
the S-boxes of the 1st encryption round, only the false round
key K f,0 can be obtained since the false round key K f,0 is
added to the input plaintext X before the 1st encryption round
as shown in Fig. 5.

In the second step, the attacker needs to obtain the interme-
diate data Ic to distinguish the correct round key Kc,i from
the false round key K f,i . Therefore, the attacker needs to
implement a CPA attack on the reconstruction block, shown
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7, to determine the intermediate data Ic.
Since the false round key K f,i can be obtained in the first
step, the attacker can determine the output data of the false
key-based AES engine G ⊕ I M

c by using K f,i . Therefore,
the attacker can combine the output data G ⊕ I M

c with all
of the possible I M

c to predict the dynamic power consumption
of the XOR gates by using a hypothetical power model. After
measuring the dynamic power consumption of the XOR gates
within the reconstruction block with CPA attacks, the hypoth-
esized I M

c with the highest correlation coefficient is likely to

be the correct I M
c . The intermediate data Ic and correct round

key Kc,i can be unriddled when the attacker determines the
correct I M

c .
When the attacker measures the dynamic power dissipation

of those XOR gates within the reconstruction block, the high
dynamic power consumption of the S-boxes acts as additional
power noise that reduces the SNR of the related power
dissipation of the XOR gates. This additional power noise may,
however, not be sufficient to reduce the SNR of the XOR gates
to eliminate the risk of a successful CPA attack. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 6, WDDL-based XOR gates are utilized in
the reconstruction block to further decrease the SNR. Since no
countermeasure exists within the S-boxes, the security of the
reconstruction block determines the security of the proposed
false key and WDDL assisted AES implementation.

V. SECURITY EVALUATION

For a WDDL-based XOR gate, although the output logic
and the complementary output logic have one 0 → 1 transition
under any input data, the capacitance mismatch between the
output and complementary output may leak some informa-
tion in the form of power variation from the WDDL-based
XOR gate [35]. The corresponding power variation �Pw that
is induced by the capacitance mismatch of the WDDL-based
XOR gate can be denoted as

�Pw = Pw,1 − Pw,0 = CL ,1 fcV 2
dd − CL ,2 fcV 2

dd

= (CL ,1 − CL ,2) fcV 2
dd = �CL fcV 2

dd , (10)

where Pw,1 and Pw,0 are, respectively, the dynamic power
dissipation of the WDDL-based XOR gate when the output
logic and complementary output logic make transitions from
0 → 1. CL ,1 and CL ,2 are, respectively, the load capacitance
of the output and complementary output. �CL is the mismatch
capacitance, fc is the clock frequency, and Vdd is the supply
voltage.

In an n-bit false key and WDDL assisted AES engine, if the
attacker performs a CPA attack on the WDDL-based XOR
gates to obtain the I M

c , the attacker can choose k bits out of the
n-bit I M

c each time to perform a CPA attack (1 ≤ k ≤ n). Let’s
assume that x, (x = 0, 1, 2, . . . , k) out of k number of WDDL-
based XOR gates make a transition from 0 → 1 in the output.
Since x conforms to a binomial distribution, as illustrated
with the simulation result in Fig. 8(a), the corresponding mean
value E(x) and variance D(x) can be obtained as

E(x) = k × p = 1

2
k, (11)

D(x) = k × p × (1 − p) = 1

4
k, (12)

where p is the probability that the output logic makes a
transition from 0 → 1 and p is equal to 1/2 as shown with
the simulation result in Fig. 8(b).

The variance D(k Pw,0 + x�Pw) of the power dissipation
of k number of WDDL-based XOR gates under CPA attacks
can be determined as

D(k Pw,0 + x�Pw) = 0 + D(x) × (�Pw)2 = 1

4
k(�Pw)2.

(13)
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Fig. 8. (a) Number of 0 → 1 transitions versus x for eight WDDL-based
gates (under 100, 000 tests). (b) Numbers of 0 → 1 and 0 → 0 transitions at
the output of a WDDL-based gate (under 100, 000 tests).

When the attacker applies variable plaintexts to the false
key-based AES engine, all of the S-boxes in the false key-
based AES engine would exhibit high dynamic power con-
sumption. The dynamic power consumption generated by these
S-boxes acts as power noise to protect the WDDL-based
XOR gates against CPA attacks. Note that the dynamic power
consumption of cryptographic circuits conforms to a normal
distribution [36]. The mean and variance of the dynamic power
consumed by the false key-based AES engine are, respectively,
μar and σ 2

ar . The SNR of the power profile of the k number
of WDDL-based XOR gates in reconstruction block under
CPA attacks SN Rk can be written as

SN Rk = σ 2
S

σ 2
N

= σ 2
k

σ 2
ar + σ 2

n−k

=
1
4 k(�Pw)2

σ 2
ar + (n−k)

4 × (�Pw)2
,

(14)

where σ 2
S and σ 2

N are, respectively, the variance of the signal
and noise. σ 2

k is the variance of the power dissipated by the
k number of WDDL-based XOR gates that are under CPA
attacks while σ 2

n−k is the variance of the (n − k) number
of the WDDL-based XOR gates that are not targeted by the
CPA attacks in the reconstruction block.

The corresponding correlation coefficient γk and the
MTD value MT Dk of the k number of WDDL-based
XOR gates that are under CPA attacks can be estimated as [36]

γk = 1√
1 + 1

S N Rk

, (15)

MT Dk 	 c × 1

γ 2
k

, (16)

where c is the success rate dependent coefficient [36]. By sub-
stituting (14) and (15) into (16), MT Dk can be written as

MT Dk = c × (1 + σ 2
ar + (n−k)

4 × (�Pw)2

1
4 k(�Pw)2

). (17)

For each attack when the attacker selects k bits of the
n-bit I M

c to perform a CPA attack, 2k possible values need
to be hypothesized. However, if the attacker implements a
CPA attack on one of the 8-bit S-boxes, 28 possible keys need
to be considered. Since the attacker can choose a variable
number of bits to perform the CPA attack on I M

c , in order to
compare with the CPA attacks on S-boxes, the total normalized

Fig. 9. Normalized MTD value versus k number of bits of I M
c under

CPA attacks against a 128-bit false key-based AES engine with WDDL-based
XOR gates within the reconstruction block and a 128-bit false key-based AES
engine with conventional XOR gates.

MTD value MT Dnor to perform a CPA attack on the n-bit
I M
c is defined as (assuming that n/k is an integer)

MT Dnor = 2k

28

n

k
× c × (1 + σ 2

a + (n−k)
4 × (�Pw)2

1
4 k(�Pw)2

). (18)

A. Proposed False Key and WDDL Assisted AES Engine
Against CPA Attacks

The proposed 128-bit false key and WDDL assisted
AES engine is designed at 130 nm CMOS technology node
and simulated in Cadence. The standard deviation of the
dynamic power dissipation of the false key-based AES engine
is σar = 107.2 uW . Since no complementary output exists
in a conventional XOR gate to balance the power dissipation,
the power variation of a conventional XOR gate is significantly
larger than the power variation of a WDDL-based XOR gate.
Note that when the power signature has more variation that
is correlated with the operation, the amount of information
leakage may increase. The corresponding power variations of
a WDDL-based XOR gate and a conventional XOR gate under
process-voltage-temperature (PVT) Monte Carlo simulation
are, respectively, 0.038 uW and 1.054 uW .

The relationship between MT Dnor and k number of bits
of I M

c under CPA attacks is shown in Fig. 9. The mini-
mum MTD value of a 128-bit false key-based AES with
WDDL-based XOR gates to remove the mask is around
1.59 × 108 when the number of bits is k = 4. Alternatively,
the corresponding minimum MTD value of a 128-bit false
key-based AES with conventional XOR gates for removing
the mask is about 2.07×105. Utilizing the WDDL only in the
reconstruction block still increases the MTD value by more
than 768 times.

B. Impact of Technology Scaling on the Proposed
Technique Against CPA Attacks

The load capacitance CL of a CMOS logic gate can be
denoted as [37]

CL ≈ n∗C∗
ox(LgWn + Lg Wp), (19)
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Fig. 10. Scaled gate length Lg versus normalized MTD value and capacitance
mismatch rate for a 128-bit false key-based AES engine with WDDL-based
XOR gates within the reconstruction block.

where C∗
ox is the gate capacitance density of NMOS and

PMOS. Lg is the gate length of NMOS and PMOS. Wn (Wp)
is the gate width of NMOS (PMOS).

Assuming that the feature size of the CMOS logic gate
scales with a scaling factor s, the scaled load capacitance
CL(s) of the CMOS logic gate becomes

CL(s) ≈ sC∗
ox (

Lg

s

Wn

s
+ Lg

s

Wp

s
)

= C∗
ox(Lg Wn + LgWp)

s
= CL

s
. (20)

When the load capacitance mismatch of a WDDL-based
XOR gate induced by the process-voltage-temperature (PVT)
variations is �CL , the capacitance mismatch ratio of the
WDDL-based XOR gate ω0 can be written as

ω0 = �CL

CL
. (21)

Assuming that the feature size of the WDDL-based XOR gate
is also scaled with the same scaling factor s, the scaled
capacitance mismatch ratio ω(s) and power variance of the
scaled AES engine, respectively, become

ω(s) = s
�CL

CL
= sω0, (22)

σ 2
ar (s) = σ 2

ar

s2 . (23)

By using (18), when the feature size of the false key and
WDDL assisted AES engine is scaled from 130 nm to 14 nm,
the load capacitance mismatch rate of the WDDL-based XOR
gate is increased from 3.6% to 33.5%, as shown in Fig. 10.
Moreover, if the number of bits k = 4, the minimum MTD
value of the proposed 128-bit false key and WDDL assisted
AES engine decreases from 1.59 × 108 to 1.85 × 106 when
the feature size is scaled from 130 nm to 14 nm.

VI. CIRCUIT LEVEL EVALUATION

In the false key-based AES engine, if the attacker chooses
k = 4 bits of the mask I M

c in the reconstruction block

Fig. 11. (a) Input current profile of four conventional XOR gates under
different input data. (b) Input current profile of four WDDL-based XOR gates
under different input data.

for each CPA attack sample, the input current profile of
four conventional XOR gates and WDDL-based XOR gates
under CPA attacks are shown in Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b),
respectively. The input current of conventional XOR gates
varies significantly when the input data change, as shown
in Fig. 11(a). Alternatively, the input current of WDDL-based
XOR gates has a negligible variation under different input data,
as shown in Fig. 11(b). Furthermore, as compared to the false
key-based AES engine with conventional XOR gates within
the reconstruction block, the false key-based AES engine with
WDDL-based XOR gates within the reconstruction block has
a negligible power overhead, as shown in Fig. 12.

VII. CPA ATTACKS SIMULATION

CPA attacks are performed on the following four imple-
mentations: i) 128-bit unprotected AES engine, ii) conven-
tional masked AES engine, iii) false key-based AES engine
with conventional XOR gates to remove the mask I M

c ,
and iv) the proposed false key and WDDL assisted AES
engine. All of these different encryption engines are imple-
mented with 130 nm CMOS technology node in Cadence.
A hamming-weight (HW) based power prediction model is
used in the simulations. In this model, the polarity of the
correlation coefficient can be used to distinguish the correct
key (data) and the complement of the correct key (data) [38].
For a 128-bit unprotected AES engine, when one of the
16 S-boxes is targeted by CPA attacks – assuming the attacker
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Fig. 12. Input current profile of a 128-bit false key-based AES engine that
has WDDL-based XOR gates in the reconstruction block and a 128-bit false
key-based AES engine with conventional XOR gates.

inputs variable plaintexts to the AES engine – the correct
key4(92)10 can be leaked to the attacker after inputting a mere
10,000 plaintexts, as shown in Fig. 13(a). Alternatively, when
the attacker performs CPA attacks on one of the 16 S-boxes
in the 128-bit conventional masked AES engine, the correct
key (92)10 is prevented from leaking to the attacker even if
1 million plaintexts are enabled, as shown in Fig. 13(b).
Although the conventional masked AES technique can
enhance the MTD value over 100 times, the related overheads
of 60.1% area increase and 11% performance degradation
make the conventional masked AES implementation quite
challenging [24].

As explained previously, XOR gates are typically utilized
to remove the mask I M

c in masked AES implementations.
Let’s assume that the CPA attacks are performed on those
XOR gates in the false key-based AES engine that houses
conventional XOR gates. When the attacker selects k = 4 bits
of the mask I M

c while performing the CPA attacks, the correct
data5 (3)10 can be leaked to the attacker after inputting
450,000 plaintexts due to the large side channel power leakage
from the conventional XOR gates, as shown in Fig. 13(c).

Alternatively, when k = 4 number of WDDL-based XOR
gates are utilized to remove the mask I M

c in the pro-
posed 128-bit false key and WDDL assisted AES engine,
the correct data (3)10 is masked from leaking to the attacker
implementing CPA attacks even after inputting 15 million
plaintexts, as shown in Fig. 13(d). This over 30× increase
in the MTD value is primarily due to the tiny power
leakage from the WDDL-based XOR gates as compared
to the large power leakage from the conventional XOR
gates. In order to compare the security of the proposed
128-bit false key and WDDL assisted AES engine with
the 128-bit unprotected AES engine against CPA attacks,
the normalized MTD value of the proposed 128-bit false key

4(92)10 = (01011100)2 is selected as the correct key for the 8-bit S-box
of the 128-bit AES engine under CPA attacks.

5(3)10 = (0011)2 is chosen as the correct data for the 4 bits of the mask
I M
c under CPA attacks.

TABLE I

SUMMARIZED SIMULATION RESULTS OF CPA ATTACKS

and WDDL assisted AES engine can be obtained – by utilizing
equation (18) – as follows

(24/28) × (128/4) × 1.5 × 107 = 3 × 107. (24)

Please note that the MTD value for a successful attack on a
single S-box of the unprotected AES engine is about 10,000 as
demonstrated in Fig. 13(a). The total MTD value that is
required to successfully disclose the secret keys within all
the 16 S-boxes of the 128-bit unprotected AES engine would
therefore be around 160,000. As a result, the MTD value can
be enhanced over 187.5 times after employing the proposed
false key and WDDL assisted AES technique. The summarized
simulation results of the CPA attacks are shown in Table I.

VIII. TEST VECTOR LEAKAGE

ASSESSMENT (TVLA) SIMULATION

To validate the reliability of the CPA attacks simulation on
the proposed false key and WDDL assisted AES technique
in Section VII, the test vector leakage assessment (TVLA) is
performed. The objective of a TVLA is to study the impact
of the input data pattern on the security of the proposed
technique [39]. TVLA is achieved by utilizing Welch’s t-test.
Two different types of input data: fixed input data and random
input data need to be used for verification. Assuming that the
number of fixed plaintexts is n1 and the number of random
plaintexts is n2, the t-test value α can be defined as [39]

α = y1 − y2√
σ 2

1
n1

+ σ 2
2

n2

, (25)

where y1 (y2) is the average power dissipation induced by
fixed (random) plaintexts and σ 2

1 (σ 2
2 ) is the variance of

the power dissipation induced by fixed (random) plaintexts.
When |α| < 4.5, the input data pattern can be considered
to have negligible impact on the security of the proposed
technique [39]. However, if |α| > 4.5, it can be considered that
the attacker can leak a higher amount of critical information
from the device by selecting different input data patterns [39].

As shown in Fig. 14, the t-value α is always within the
t-threshold (−4.5 < α < 4.5) even if the number of input
plaintexts is over 15 million. Therefore, the proposed false key
and WDDL assisted AES technique leaks negligible critical
information through selecting the pattern of the input data.

IX. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS

The proposed false key and WDDL assisted AES tech-
nique is compared with the following techniques: switching
capacitor countermeasure [20], WDDL countermeasure [16],
ring oscillator countermeasure [32], conventional masking
technique [24], and DPA resistant encryption by construc-
tion (DRECON) technique [40], [41]. As shown in Table II,
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Fig. 13. CPA attacks simulation. (a) All of the possible keys of an 8-bit S-box versus absolute value of the correlation coefficient when one of the 16 S-boxes
in a 128-bit unprotected AES engine is under CPA attacks after inputting 10,000 plaintexts. (b) All of the possible keys of an 8-bit S-box versus absolute
value of the correlation coefficient when one of the 16 S-boxes in a 128-bit conventional masked AES engine is under CPA attacks after inputting 1 million
plaintexts. (c) All of the possible data of 4 bits of the mask I M

c versus absolute value of the correlation coefficient when 4 bits of the mask I M
c in a 128-bit

false key-based AES engine with conventional XOR gates are under CPA attacks after inputting 450,000 plaintexts. (d) All of the possible data of 4 bits of the
mask I M

c versus absolute value of the correlation coefficient when 4 bits of the mask I M
c in the proposed 128-bit false key and WDDL assisted AES engine

are under CPA attacks after inputting 15 million plaintexts.

the area overhead of the proposed AES technique is about
2.61%. 0.24% of the area overhead is induced by LUTs and
2.37% of the area overhead is induced by WDDL-based XOR
gates. The power overhead of the proposed AES technique is
about 0.24%, which is due to the higher power consumed by
the WDDL-based XOR gates as compared to the conventional
XOR gates. The throughput degradation and the maximum
frequency of the proposed AES technique are about 1.81%
and 196.4 MHz, respectively. Since the WDDL-based XOR
gates in the proposed AES technique need to be synchronized
to eliminate the power delay, the proposed AES technique has
about 2.55 ns timing delay. Additionally, as demonstrated in
Section VII, the MTD value of the proposed AES technique is
enhanced over 187.5 times as compared to the AES technique
without any countermeasure.

X. DISCUSSION ON HIGHER-ORDER POWER

ANALYSIS ATTACKS

A conventional masked AES implementation is vulnera-
ble against higher-order power analysis attacks. To make a
conventional masked AES implementation secure against

higher-order power analysis attacks, the number of the masks
should be either equal to or greater than the order of the attack.
For example, H, (H = 1, 2, . . .) number of random mask data
is effective against (H )th-order power analysis attacks and not
effective against (H + 1)th-order attacks [42].

Since the false key and WDDL assisted AES technique
is based on the conventional masked AES implementation,
an additional constant mask data can be added as a counter-
measure against second-order power analysis attacks. How-
ever, as compared to the conventional masked AES technique,
if H number of mask data is utilized against (H )th-order
power analysis attacks, the size of the LUTs in the proposed
technique would be reduced by 1/28H .

Another method is combining with another existing counter-
measure together against higher-order power analysis attacks.
In an actual implementation, many countermeasures are
combined together to prevent power analysis attacks since
no single countermeasure can completely provide protec-
tion against power analysis attacks [43]. A conventional
masked AES technique causes 60.1% area overhead and
11% performance overhead [24], making it quite expensive to
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TABLE II

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS TECHNIQUES (MTD VALUE REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS TO DISCLOSE THE SECRET KEY UNDER
FIRST-ORDER POWER ANALYSIS ATTACKS. X∗ IS THE MTD VALUE OF AN AES ENGINE WITHOUT ANY COUNTERMEASURE)

Fig. 14. TVLA simulation of the proposed false key and WDDL assisted
AES technique (n1 = n2).

implement. Alternatively, the proposed false key and WDDL
assisted AES technique only induces 2.61% area overhead and
1.81% performance overhead. Therefore, the proposed false-
key and WDDL assisted AES technique provides a lightweight
alternative to combine together with other techniques against
higher-order power analysis attacks.

XI. CONCLUSION

A false key and WDDL assisted AES technique is utilized
as a countermeasure against CPA attacks. False round key
is added in each encryption round to reduce the correlation
between the dynamic power consumption profile and the actual
key. Concurrently, WDDL-based XOR gates are utilized in
the reconstruction block to remove the mask at the end of the
encryption process. Since during the whole encryption process,
from the beginning to the end, the side-channel dynamic
power consumption profile is correlated with the false key,
an attacker needs to apply a CPA attack in two separate stages.
After implementing the false key and WDDL assisted AES

technique, the MTD value becomes over 1.5×108. The power,
area, and performance overhead of the proposed technique is
negligible, as compared to an unprotected AES engine.
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